
Mathematis 357 { CombinatorisDisussion 3 { Inhomogeneous Linear Reurrenes With Constant CoeÆientsMarh 18, 2005BakgroundMany of the most ommon reurrenes that we need to solve in ombinatoris arelinear reurrenes with onstant oeÆients, of the form:(1) hn = a1hn�1 + a2hn�2 + � � �+ akhn�k + b(n)We looked at the ase b(n) = 0 (the homogeneous reurrenes) last time. Today, we willinvestigate reurrenes with b(n) 6= 0 in some detail.Disussion QuestionsA) The basis for the treatment of the inhomogeneous ase is a fat that is parallel topatterns you have seen in Linear Algebra (and possibly Di�erential Equations too!). Showthat if hn; pn are any two solutions of the same inhomogeneous reurrene (1):hn = a1hn�1 + a2hn�2 + � � �+ akhn�k + b(n)pn = a1pn�1 + a2pn�2 + � � �+ akpn�k + b(n)then the di�erene sequene gn = hn � pn is a solution of the homogeneous reurrene(2) gn = a1gn�1 + a2gn�2 + � � �+ akgn�kassoiated to (1). (Note: the oeÆients on the various terms from the sequene are thesame, but the b(n) term has been replaed by zero.)B) Suppose we an �nd the general solution gn of (2) by the methods we disussed in lasslast time, and that we know some \partiular solution" of (1) like pn above. What doesthat say about solving (1)? Explain.To determine \partiular solutions", we will use the following \rules of thumb" based onthe form of the funtion b(n):� If b(n) = b`n` + � � �+ b1n+ b0, then try a partiular solution of the same formpn = P`n` + � � �+ P1n+ P0but with undetermined oeÆients Pk. (Be sure you understand the notation here:pn is the sequene giving the partiular solution; Pk with the apital letters are theundetermined oeÆients that we want to solve for.)� If b(n) = qn, then try a partiular solution pn = Pqn (same q, of ourse!)1



Then in both ases, substitute into (1) and try to determine the onstants to make jn asolution of (1) for all n.C) For instane, �nd a partiular solution of(3) hn = 6hn�1 � 9hn�2 + 2n:Then use that and the solution of the assoiated homogeneous reurrene to solve (3) withthe initial onditions h0 = 1; h1 = 0.D) The rules of thumb above do not always \work" (in partiular they an fail if theproposed partiular solution atually solves the homogeneous equation. Show that thishappens, for instane for the reurrenehn = 5hn�1 � 6hn�2 + 2nFind a partiular solution in this ase of the form pn = P �n2n for some onstant P . Thenuse that and the solution of the assoiated homogeneous reurrene to solve (3) with theinitial onditions h0 = 1; h1 = 0.AssignmentGroup writeups due in lass on Wednesday, Marh 23.
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